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HEDH Multimedia Edition (HEDH-ME), is regarded by many 
specialists around the world as the standard reference source 
for heat exchanger design and associated technologies. The 
print edition has been converted to a fully searchable interac-
tive web-based multimedia product. The content is presented 
in an exciting interactive HTML format with in-text unit conver-
sion and references, widgets for key heat transfer calculations, 
wizards to guide heat exchanger selection and 3D interactive 
visualization of equipment. The HEDH-ME platform runs on a 
semantic search navigation system and built-in taxonomy of 
over 8,000 technical terms which provides interactive visual 
correlations between terms. 

Building on a 33-year-long tradition, HEDH-ME content is peer-
reviewed and updated quarterly by the foremost experts in the 
field. Covering topics ranging from theory, fundamentals and 
applied research to design and operations of both traditional 
and unconventional heat exchanger types, HEDH-ME is a one-
stop reference source readily available on the web and tablets.

HEDH-ME is designed for researchers and engineers at all lev-
els of expertise in both Academia and Industry. 



www.hedhme.com

Semantic Search Taxonomy
Over 8,000 Technical Terms 

Visual Navigation  
Tree Map
Explore the content in a 
convenient graphical way

HEDH Wizards 
Assists in the selection of the 
correct type of equipment for 

your specific service 

References & Print 
Add to citation manager and

print multimedia pages

Interactive HEDH
HTML full-text articles  
in interactive format

Visual Gallery
Visual Gallery collects all the 
videos and interactive images 
included in the website 

HEDH Widgets 
Bring formulas to life: 

calculate and visualize key 
heat transfer quantities

For Academia and Industry
Design Heat Exchangers Supported by Multimedia Tools



The Heat Exchanger Design Handbook (HEDH) had its 
origins in the 1970s when, under the leadership of the 
two founding editors, Professor Ernst Schlünder and Prof. 
Geoffrey F. Hewitt, a group of leading authorities in the fields 
of heat transfer and fluid flow began to discuss the possibil-
ity of producing a handbook dealing with all aspects of heat 
exchanger design and operations including the basic design 
methodology, the associated heat transfer and fluid flow tech-
nology and the physical data required for design.

HEDH’s first edition, published in 1983 by Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corporation, contained about 1500 pages of original 
material structured in five parts covering: (i) heat exchanger 
theory and generic application technology, (ii) fluid mechanics 
and heat transfer, (iii) thermal and hydraulic design of heat 
exchangers, (iv) mechanical design of heat exchangers and (v) 
physical properties. Ever since the first edition was released, 
the editors strived to keep the content up-to-date which in-

cluded progress on cutting edge fundamental research and 
progressively add material on applications that were becoming 
available in the market. 

Four major editions followed the first 1983 release. Over the 
years, HEDH has progressively grown in number of volumes 
and pages (over 6,000 in the latest 2008 edition) by includ-
ing detailed information not only on all the major types of heat 
exchangers (e.g. shell-and-tube, compact, condensers, reboil-
ers, furnaces etc.) but also on special types (e.g. evaporators, 
heat pipes, waste heat boilers), heat transfer enhancement 
devices (e.g. tube inserts, dimpled surfaces etc.) and on fun-
damental theory. Today, HEDH is regarded by many specialists 
around the world as the standard reference source for design 
and other information on heat transfer, heat exchangers, and 
associated technologies. 
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Begell House has recently made a major investment by devel-
oping a new multimedia platform which implements the latest 
information technologies for the presentation of the material in 
an exciting, interactive and fresh format. The new HEDH Multi-
media Edition (HEDH-ME), inherits and improves on the qual-
ity of the legacy material and has been completely revamped 
in a fully searchable, single column and tablet-friendly format. 
This provides the reader with the freedom to access HEDH’s 
accurate information wherever convenient and readily find rel-
evant content. 

Several advanced features have been included to enhance 
the reader’s experience such as videos, animations, interac-
tive worked examples and the in-text unit conversion which 
allows the user to select the preferred unit of measurement. 
HEDH Wizards guide the reader through the material, helping 
the selection process of the correct type of heat exchanger for 
a specific service and pointing to the relevant sections. HEDH 
Widgets provide simple but rapid and highly effective ways of 
calculating important heat exchanger design/performance pa-
rameters as well as necessary physical properties.

To keep the material relevant and up-to-date, the Editorial team 
will ensure that regular updates are delivered each quarter. The 
scientific standards of the material are maintained by rigorous 
peer-review of all the material published by at least two ex-
perts in the field. Moreover, new to the Multimedia Edition, is 

the industrial review concept: where appropriate, manuscripts 
submitted by an author are also reviewed by an experienced 
practitioner in industry who comments on the industrial rel-
evance and usefulness of the content.

The Publisher and the Editors firmly believe that the multime-
dia features of this new HEDH edition including Wizards, Wid-
gets, interactive worked examples, videos and animations will 
bring the rigorous and authoritative HEDH content to life for a 
whole new reader experience. 

Francesco Coletti,  
Executive Editor

Now Available Online  
and Multimedia Format

– Visual Semantic Navigation

– Advanced Search

– Watch Videos and Animations

– Select the Right Heat Exchanger Type with  
HEDH Wizards

– Use HEDH Widgets for Quick Calculations 
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HEDH Multimedia Edition (HEDH-ME)

Welcome to HEDH Multimedia! 

Please visit us at  
www.hedhme.com

ISBN 978-1-56700-422-9

All articles are presented in a interactive 
HTML format with in-text unit conversion 
and references, widgets for key heat 
transfer calculations, wizards to guide 
heat exchanger selection and 3D 
interactive visualization of equipment

HEDH-ME runs on a semantic search navigation and a built-in taxonomy of over 8,000 
technical and scientific terms and provides interactive visual correlations between 
terminologies.
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HEDH-ME Content Navigation Tree

HEDH-ME has a built-in Visual Navigation 
Tree Map that helps visualize the relationship 
between taxonomy terms, and the correlation 
between scientific and technical terms and 
entries by showing the hierarchical structure 
of the various topics

HEDH-ME Visual Navigation Tree Map provides a helpful aid for visual users and makes 
it easy to see the connection between different topics and interlinking them by scientific 
relevance.

 
HEDH semantic-taxonomy is 
intended to provide comprehensive, 
targeted search results, with entry 
level tagging that connects users 
to relevant content. This includes 
articles, widgets, and links to related 
journals articles, ebooks, references, 
and videos within the entire Begell 
Digital Portal

HEDH-ME high level structure
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Visual Gallery
HEDH-ME is building an extensive library of videos and interactive 3D models of heat transfer 
equipment, thermal and fluid flow processes, and heat exchanger operation. HEDH-ME visual gallery 
provides a powerful aid for visual learning to advance technical and professional skills.

www.hedhme.com/visual_gallery/
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Interactive 3D Images
The interactive 3D images allow the user to disassemble and see inside the various types of heat exchangers. 
The user can rotate, zoom and interact with the image to identify key elements of the mechanical 
construction and visualize the fluid flow inside the exchanger.

Typical plate-and-frame heat exchanger

Typical shell-and-tube heat exchanger
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HEDH-ME Widgets
HEDH Widgets provide quick and simple but highly effective ways of calculating key heat transfer quantities, heat 
exchanger design/performance parameters and necessary physical properties.

www.hedhme.com/hedh_widgets/

Operating Ranges Widget 
Recommended operating ranges of different heat exchanger types.
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Physical Properties Widget
View and plot key properties for selected substances at different operating conditions.
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TEMA Types Widget
Visualize the different TEMA type configurations of shell-and-tube heat exchangers.
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Widget integrated into 
the article

Unit Conversion Widget
Easily convert between different units of measurement.
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Condenser Type Wizard

HEDH-ME Wizard
HEDH Wizards guide the reader through the selection process of the correct type of heat 
exchanger for a specific service. The user is then pointed to the relevant sections in HEDH-ME 
to complete the design of the equipment selected.
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Multimedia pages can be printed 
on demand

HEDH-ME Content Management

HEDH-ME provides a complete digital citation 
management system. This allows users 
to identify the full citation for each item, 
including DOI and ISBN where appropriate. 
An easy Export Citations function enables 
researchers to preview or export citations 
in different formats such as APA, Harvard, 
Chicago, MLA for the most common reference 
management software: EndNote, RefWorks 
and BibTex

References

Print
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